
 
New Features of the UCSF Staff Performance Evaluation portal effective for the 2019 performance year 
 
Optional employee self-assessment features include: 

• Employees will no longer be timed out after the 15-day period. 
• Employees can complete their self-assessment up until the time the PE is sent to them for completion of the 

employee comments section. (This step is after the supervisor has completed their evaluation section.) 
o At this time, employees can use the employee comments section to add any other relevant information 

about their performance. 
o If the comments section is left blank, employees will be asked to confirm that they would like to submit 

their PE without any comments. 
• Employees will continue to be notified that their self-assessments are available to complete within a period of 15 

business days, with three reminder emails (if self-assessment hasn’t been completed): one after 5, 10, and 14 
business days respectively. 

• However, at the same time, employees will also be notified that their supervisors will have the option to start their 
PE at the end of 15 business days of the employee self-assessment, and that is in their best interest to complete 
the self-assessment within the 15-business-day window. 

• The supervisors, after the 15-business-day self-assessment period has ended, will receive an email to start the 
employee’s performance evaluation, even if the employee has not completed their self-assessment. 

o Supervisors will have a chance to review the self-assessment and revise a PE before finally signing it. 
They may also discuss self-assessment during their PE meetings with the employees. 

 
Additional Reviewers 

• On the dashboard, change the label “Reviewers” for additional reviewer feedback to “Reviewer Comments." 
• Add detailed instructions for additional reviewers so they have more guidance. 
• Add link to allow supervisors to view additional reviewer comments more easily while completing the “manager’s 

overall comment” section. 
• Send one reminder email to additional reviewers if additional feedback has not been completed after 2 weeks. 

o Additional reviewers will no longer be timed out, as there is always value in hearing their feedback. 
Therefore, even if the supervisor has already finalized PE, additional reviewers’ comments can still be 
received and read by the supervisor for reference. 

• Implement option for supervisors to add more or change additional reviewers after the unit manager has keyed in 
the initial additional reviewers. 

  
Supervisor Dashboard 

• Include a finals rating breakdown on the supervisor dashboard to indicate the ratings that a particular supervisor 
gave. 

• Add a “save” button alongside “save and continue” for supervisors while completing an evaluation. 
  
User Experience 

• Add a prompt, if employee leaves additional comments section blank: “You have not included any comments in 
your employee comments section. Are you sure you would like to move forward?” 

• Add ability to download an entire unit’s PEs in PDF format. 
• Clarify programming logic for the supervisor and manager dashboards to minimize confusion if an individual is 

both a unit manager and a supervisor. 
• Create more space between the “Approve” and “Add Comments” buttons on the draft auditor page to minimize 

user error. 
 


